This special issue of ASPECTS dwells
on the recent 'changing of the guards'
in ASP management. Bart van Tongeren,
General Managing Director of ASP
was compelled t o resign from his tasks
due t o serious back trouble, and his
position has been taken over by Otto
ter Haar, former Managing Director of

Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company.
If Bart van Tongeren is quite a character, so is Otto ter Haar. This true
statement cannot be better illustrated
than by the interviews Trix Betlem
had with the former and the new director. You will find the quite frank
opinions she obtained in this issue.

De Direktie van de Divisie Wetenschappelijke Publikaties
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It was by no means easy t o get rid of
Bart van Tongeren. Otto ter Haar had
to organise at least two parties and one
reception for it. But he found a good
band of fellow conspirators and met
with almost complete success. Almost,
because Bart van Tongeren will stay
with us in an advisory role!
On Thursday, November 3, many of
Bart and Pamela van Tongeren's
publishing contacts and friends came
over to Holland to take part in a
splendid farewell party in Muiderslot
Castle. The next day the Van
Tongerens were again the center of a
farewell reception given by the
Amsterdam office, at the end of
which they were invited for a boat trip
through the Amsterdam canals to the
Sonesta Hotel where a party 'to end
all parties' awaited them. Especially
for all of you who could not attend
these happenings, this issue brings a
written and pictorial account of it.

uit te nodigen voor het Afscheidsfeest van

Drs E. VAN TONGEREN
op vrijdag 4 november 1977 in de
Sonesta Koepel, Kattegat te Amsterdam om 20.1 5 uur
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mong the guests at the
uiderslot party were Professor
nd Mrs. A. Neuberger, personal
riends of Mr. van Tongeren for I
years. ASPects readers are
bly not unfamiliar with
ofessor Neuberger's name;
is editor of such renowned
blications as the Frontiers of
logy series and the BBA
ournal, amongst others.
rs. Neuberger describes her
mpression of the evening thus:
art van Tongeren's farewell party
as a n outstanding event. When the
vitation came, we were aware that
omething special awaited us in
Iland, a n d our curiosity was

Mrs. Lilian Neu berger
(reception at the home of Mr. and Mrs. van
Tongeren; left: Mr. ter liaar,

e welcoming party at that
iagnificent house in Keizersgracht
as a joyous occasion, and the
riendly gathering was warm and
timulating. We were eager t o see the
amous Muiderslot Castle, and were
peculating as to what awaited us
11 the way there. When we arrived
ur fairy tale destination, we were
lled by the drama of the floodlit
stle, and there were many regretful
'Ahs!" and "Ohs!" as the
oodlights were suddenly quenched,
e replaced by the spotlighting of
two heraldic trumpeters sounding
their welcome. The candle-lit
astle, the bustle round a table of
ore drinks, and a glance at the
e list whetted out appetites again,
it was indeed a splendid sight
ich met our eyes when we entered
e dining-hall, all candle lit, with
I he beautifully laid tables resplendent
with masses of flowers. There was
general merriment engendered by the
witty menu cards, and a feeling of
celebration from the attractive boxes
containing the original gifts of little
pill boxes for the ladies. The meal
itself is hard to describe adequately;
the food and wines were enough to
put the dinner into a category apart,
but the interspersing of short, varied
and witty speeches not only gave us
time to digest enough t o cope with
the succeeding courses, but set the
tone of affection and respect with
which Bart is obviously regarded.
We were also deeply impressed with
the care and thought which had gone
into giving us so much and so varied
entertainment. The show which,
apparently, didn't quite come up to
the exacting standards of the

Professor Albert Neuberger CBE, FRCP, FRS
Editor-&-Chief of the "Frontiers of
Biology" series and Member o f the Editorial
Board of BBA.
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No farewell without farewell presents.
Mr. van Tongeren acquitted himself admirably o f this pleasaizt parting task.

Mr. Per Saugman, Chairman and Managing
Director o f Blackwell Scientific Publications in Oxford, delivering his speech.
Mr. Saugman is Mr. van Tongeren's
successor as chairman o f STM, the International Group o f Scientific, Technical &
Medical Publishers.

The Merry Minstrels brightened the
evening with a varied programme o f songs
which found a very attentive audience.

originator, nevertheless gave us a
feeling of unity. The singers treated
us t o a n incredibly varied couple of
sessions, creating mood .after mood
with great skill, and the conjuror
appeared when we were thinking that
we really had reached satiation point
from every point of view, t o show us
that his art a n d personality awoke a
new capacity for enjoyment.
And throughout was this feeling of
deep friendship and a n almost family
atmosphere, in which it was a
privilege t o partake.
If this sounds fulsome, it is only
because it is hard t o find words t o
convey the magic of the evening.
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The Lruprly wah recellily recrlrlictened
the 'Van Tongeren Challenge Cup',
~ the
as a token of the esteem in w hich
ex-ASP director is held. The c up is
at present in the safe hands of the
Barking tealm who enqerged as overal
winners in Piugust la!;t, by bea tin&
Amsterdam - thanks ito a watelr-loggec
- .
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Jack Franklin, Managing Director
of Elsevier/North-Holland
Biomedical Press, was one of the
guests at the Sonesta party.
His impressions of that memorable
Friday evening night:
Bart van Tongeren's "watery" arrival
at the Sonesta Hotel was heralded by
shivering directors holding chinese
lanterns; a sight sufficiently
ridiculous to give him doubts as to
whether to leave the boat, and to
give us doubts as to our sanity. In
fact, the tone was set for a frivolous
evening.
Of all the "afscheidsfeesten", this
was the most professional.
Starting with a Dutch choir from
A S P we heard and saw Bart's life,
rounded off by a series of films from
the foreign ASP offices - scenes of
any visits from our much travelled
&-chief.
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'. . . shivering directors hold in^ chinese lanterns. '

From here we moved on to a
remarkable performance by Connie
Stuart who, despite here vears. reallv
showed what a top quali$ performe;
can do.
Voice, acting, miming and timing
were perfect and, for me anyway,
this was the highlight of the evening.
The programme had dragged a bit
but the break for a meal revived
everyone's spirits in more ways than
one. While a further audiovisual on
the life and times of E v T took some
of the audience's attention, the chairs
were replaced by tables, a dance floor
was laid and the serious drinking,
jiving and celebrating began to the
strains of the Training College Jazz
gand.
' ~ midnight
y
a break was required,
and this came in the form of Liesbeth
1 List, brought back from her Paris
bookings for the evening. Her act
brought the cabaret world up to date
and, with her topical allure, swayed
the revellers.

l

The ASP choir at full blast.

Slowly people began to wend their
way homewards while the hard core
danced on and on and on. In fact,
only a threatened walk-out by the
cloak-room attendants sufficed to
stop the evening, and Otto ter Haar
was finally able to thank the bands,
singers and helpers for the last time.
So, that was that; Bart had gone; but
with the good wishes from all of ASP
for a long and enjoyable retirement.

I

Jack Franklin

Hun Kruyswijk, ASP'S audiovisuals man,
in the Sonesta control centre.

' . . . a remarkable perfbrmance hy
Conny Stuart . . '
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...serious

and celebrating....

Trix Betlem spoke to Mr. van Tongeren once the parties were all over,
and the farewells had been said. W hat, in retrospect, did
Mr. van Tongeren consider to be his most important achievements,
what impressions of the company would he take with him, and what
did he expect the future to bring ASP?
"Having a management r61e is like being a passenger in an express train, riding
at 80 miles an hour; but it comes to a sudden halt on one's retirement - all at once,
one's velocity is reduced to zero. This is a tragic aspect of management. Parting
is certainly a difficult moment in one's life, especially as, because one is too
preoccupied with the work one is doing, one has not prepared for that moment ."

The speaker is Drs. E. (Burr) van Tongeren, 5 7, tnetuber of the Board Qf'
Managing Directors of Elsevier, as well as General Mana,ying Director of ASP,
ur?tilhe was recently conlpelled to bid a premature~farewellto the Elsevier
concern, as a result of serious back trouble.
"It could have been worse for me, 1 suppose, inasmuch as I shall not be faced
with a complete void; I a m pleased t o say that I shall be able to continue to
advise the company, and moreover, I have had several invitations from abroad
which I shall certainly not decline, such as that from the University of Denver, t o
be a guest lecturer."

Your dual function at Elsevier will be split in the future. Mr. ter Haar has been
appointed General Managing Director of ASP, and Professor Vinken will take
over your sear on the Board. How do you feel about that?
"Look at it like this. This concern is undergoing a development process; a decade
ago, it was still more or less possible t o combine a management and publishing
function, but that has now become absolutely too much for one man. I was
responsible for up to twelve companies and, moreover, attended meetings on
concern and division affairs practically five days a week. Saturdays and Sundays
were reserved for homework."

I

Hotnework?
"A meeting every day of the week implies that one is unable to deal with
incoming correspondence. The latter was dealt with at the weekends. And once
that had been cleared up, it was time t o study the countless reports intrinsic to a
concern like ours. If only they were limited to a couple of pages .... but no unfortunately, people are often convinced that the thicker their reports are, the
more their own importance increases. 40 or 50 pages to plough through is no
exception. I once suggested that the writer of a report also provide a short
summary o f its content, but unfortunately we are not all capable of extracting
the essential information from this kind of document, and thus my suggestion
didn't work."

Doesn 't a dual function sot~iefit?7es
invite a conflict of interests?
"Most certainly. The Board of Managing Directors is made up of people who
already have their own rdles within the federation of division directors. It's
understandable - and only human - if one tends to represent the interests of one's
own division. Whilst one is expected t o be 'neutral', one cannot help being a
wee bit biased. T o keep these interests separate is most difficult; this problem
has now been solved by splitting my job up into two separate ones."
Does the growth of a publishing concern not present cerlain dangers?
"As director of a small publishing company - which I was ten years ago, with
about a hundred employees - one concentrates on publishing. Publishing is a
personal business - o n e keeps in touch with authors, and explores the market.
In a large enterprise, one is given a management function and the publishing is
left up to others.
What t o publish and what not to publish is no longer one's own decision, and
this can be very dangerous: contracts with scientific authors are concluded years
before publication of the work, and one must ensure one is well aware of
market tendencies in order to know, more o r less, what should be brought on t o
the market in three years time. This means keeping close contact with leading
international scientists, from whom one can learn the latest trends. Once this is
n o longer in one's own hands, as a result of one's management responsibilities,
it can be dangerous. You just can't publish at a distance - your staff need only
miss the trend by a little, and you're in for it."
8

How didvou resolve this prohleni?
"I tried to remain involved with the product itself as much as possible. An airline
pilot must check all instruments before taking off, and 1 tried to teach also to my
people to work through a checklist before deciding to conclude a contract with
an author. I t was my r6le to compose a list which would give us the best quality,
obtain as eminent a product as possible, and safeguard the decision-making
process."

When -vou took the step.fro111a s~?iall
to a 1ut:ee co~upan-v,did anything change
.for you personal(v?
"One finds oneself being pushed from the publishing side towards a management
function. This offers the advantage that one's horizon is widened considerably
and the problems one finds oneself confronted with are on a much larger scale.
The disadvantage, on the other hand, is that one has much more difficulty t o
keep up with what goes on in the company itself.
In a small company, one rewards one's staff according t o quality, one can survey
the situation. In a large company, it's a different matter altogether. The bane of
a large enterprise is the officialdom which rapidly takes over; one has far less
opportunity to nurture the enthusiasm and involvement of one's staff, whereas
that, in my opinion, is an absolute necessity. If one doesn't watch out, one soon
becomes a kind of remote controller, which is one danger of the internationally
orientated company.
When 1 stepped over from the Nohum (North-Holland), of course I brought a
deal of experience with me, but know-how alone is not sufficient in international
business. The Dutch, Calvinists or Catholics of old, and a dogmatic little people,
meet an entirely different mentality abroad. There, thinking follows completely
different lines, and if one ignores this fact, one is in for problems."
Do .vo~cespect .vow,' successors will rliake ,erear clianges?
"I don't really know. In one's vanity, one is tempted to say yes - it is easy to
convince oneself that one is unique, that one is better than average. I really think
it's good t o pass on the command. In the course of the years, one contracts a
degree of company blindness - especially, if one is self-satisfied. I t can then be
beneficial to pass on control of the ship.
As far as the future is concerned, I foresee that the publishing responsibility will
be assigned to the directors of the various working companies to a great extent. I
think my successors will concentrate even more o n the management r81e."
Which aspect of -your period with Elsevier uppeuled to you the most?
"What I enjoyed tremendously was getting those eleven companies going in the
four corners of the world, and stimulating the people working in them. Not just
amounts and figures, but studying the companies in depth and getting involved
with people. I t remains t o be seen, of course, to what extent I was successful in
this respect.
It's easy t o judge one's financial success: one only need take a glance at the profit
and loss account, and the answer's there in black and white. Rut one's success as
a person - and that's just as important - is never really calculable.
I did think the farewell I was given upon my departure, however, was much
heartier than convention alone required. I was given a tremendous party and the
people involved in the cabaret had worked for months on their act. I t was really
most impressive. Each office abroad had made a film, which was shown at the
party. My farewell gave me the impression that I had succeeded in reaching
people. And that made parting even more difficult."
And whut unnoyed you the most during yourperiod with Elsevier?
"I can't disclose the most disagreeable thing publicly, I'm afraid. But there was
something else. I found the restless atmosphere of the Elsevier organisation
annoying, people are allowed no peace. It's almost considered a crime t o stare
out of one's window, and that gives the whole business a rushed character. It's
dangerous t o push people when there is no call for it.
Financially speaking, my division has been the topscorer for many years now
- i t makes one a kind of world champion high-jumper - and nevertheless various
people keep wringing their hands on the sidelines, suggesting that one could d o
better."
d

Ms. Betlem also interviewed Mr. Otto ter Haar, who has been
appointed Mr. van Tongeren's successor as General Managing
Director of the ASP, with regard to his background and his
aspirations within the company.
"I am not explicitly a publisher, in fact never have been, nor is it my task, as
Division Director of this company. I wouldn't even try to claim to be one, this
company is far too large for that. My attitude is that there is enough creative
talent within the company, but that is the responsibility of others; my task is
that of management, and quite honestly, I have both hands full with it."
Otto ter Haar, 48, father of three children, has been an Elsevier rnan since 1959.
He started as an employee in the sales department, but was lucky e n o u ~ hto fall
i n f o the hands of Mr. Bergmans Sr., who, despite the risks involved, preferred
to leave as much room for initiafive as possible to his staff. Thus Otto /er Haar,
with only a few months company experience, found himself being asked f o
compile a catalogue of the company's scientific publications.
"We didn't have many titles in those days. Elsevier founded the scientific section
in 1947, and the first ten years were spent getting rid of the existing losses. When
I joined the company, in fact, it had just started to make a little profit.
The catalogue had to be reasonably thick, in order to impress, and it was quite a
job to fill the pages, using a lot of blank space and photographs. Of course, we
also had to obtain the necessary information concerning the authors. With the
help of my wife, and after a lot of scissor and glue work, I finally managed. I did
find it a bit precarious, however; after all, this kind of publication represents and
sells the entire company. It's amazing that Bergmans was prepared to take the risk
- it could have easily miscarried."
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What kind of con tact will you have with the people in the overseas olfices?
"They will be dealing with a man whose activities will mainly take place in
Amsterdam. A Division Director is a fairly abstract phenomenon as far as they're
concerned. It's a question of priorities really; of course, I shall visit the foreign
offices, but I'll just never have the time to _eet to know the business and the people
there really well. I d o like to know backgrounds, and am interested in the people
working there. But it's infinitely difficult to find out how things really work in
such an office.
I'd love to hear from the people there what they think of us; where they think we
make mistakes, what they think is wrong with us. I am a great believer in
frankness, but 1 have my doubts as to whether we will ever hear. There is a basic
difference between the climate in Amsterdam and that in the overseas offices.
There, one is still totally dependent upon one's boss, whereas that is no longer
the case here in Amsterdam; here, one can certainly say what one thinks without
risking one's job. I think this difference will continue to exist for a long time.
I wouldn't like to impose the social acquirements of this Dutch paradise on the
people there, they would not know how to wield them. This kind of thing they
can better obtain for themselves - i t must emerge from within their own social
environment. The priorities in other countries are different to our own.
What we realize too little, is how the overseas offices think of us. There, people
are preoccupied with questions such as: what d o they think of us, is my work
satisfactory or not, how d o I find out. Distance forms a problem for them,
although in fact it is often less great than they imagine.
We think we have a reasonable idea here of the problems facing-the various
offices. I know a lot of people there, and have seen some of those offices develop
from nothing. I am therefore also familiar with the organisational changes which
have taken place, the reasons why, and with their principal problems - but I don't
mean to say that I am in a position to solve the latter immediately!
I am only able to pass through on flying visits - perhaps a good thing, inasmuch
as 1 don't believe in interfering with all the business of the directors abroad. They
put their plans forward, discuss them with us, and once we have approved them ...
O.K., they then become their own responsibility. Although 1 d o not have an
interfering nature anyway, it was perhaps the same Bergmans who taught me
that this is not such a bad characteristic. H e sometimes allowed things to get into
a mess, and if one would warn him, he would say 'now they'll know for next
time how not to d o it'.
By far the most important thing which occupies both the offices abroad and
Amsterdam is product development. If all's well in that respect, and one is a
couple of years ahead of the market, the company will always survive."
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Do you expect a lot to change now Mr. van Tongeren has handed over the
controls?
"I'm much more of a conformist; I think along steady, organisational lines.
Van Tongeren would say 'that is or may be correct but it is none of my business
and I act the way I think is best!' Van Tongeren is of the 'total authority' school
- 'what the director says is well done and well said' -whereas I prefer to discuss
the situation with all concerned, and then review the matter. When we worked
together, we offset each other nicely. Now that one of us has dropped out, the
accent will no doubt change."

Is it hard work?
"Unbelievable. The job's a man-eater! Not just because the function is so
broadly-based, but also because there are not enough directors in the division.
There are two of us at the moment, whereas eventually there should be four."

, m o you enjoy working under such terrible pressure?
"It is an inevitable consequence of development, and one can hardly decline.
At least, it would be most unusual to d o so. It interests one, one thinks 'I am the
best, who would d o it otherwise?'. But I hope that, within the foreseeable future,
it will be possible to distribute the work more evenly. I see it as an extraordinary
load, but only temporary. However, Elsevier is growing extremely rapidly, and
as soon as one thinks 'that's that done', it's time to start on the next part.
Extremely big mistakes are made within Elsevier because people are forced to
work too hard. It is considered only normal here if one takes one's work
home every evening; if one doesn't - after all, it is 'voluntary' - one may still be
thought t o be good a t one's job, but never excellent. For me that is an altogether
incorrect attitude. Under these circumstances, people start to feel guilty.
Look here, I too would rather read a book in the evening or go to the theater or a
concert. But in practice it's impossible. As a member of the management, one
attends meetings all day, and the evening is the first opportunity one gets to study
documents thoroughly.
Everybody lives with'illusions, and I am no exception. I believe things will get
better, that this situation is only temporary."

How do you think it can be improved?

a

"It is a question of keeping the organisation manageable. Its growth should not
get beyond your control. 1n the first place, one must recruit people who can
master their work. One must not only anticipate what is going to happen, one
must also make adequate provisions in advance for the future. In fact, behind
every occupied desk, a successor should really be at the ready to take over if
necessary. The biggest problem, especially in our division, is finding the right
people. As we are the only large scientific publisher in The Netherlands, we are
sometimes unable to find staff, and are obliged to recruit personnel abroad.
Our company is based on flexible planning. An inflexible thinker goes mad
here, as nothing is ever really definite, and things can change every day. Rut
even a flexible thinker proves inadequate for his work after a while, when
overburdened. Too much pressure on one man is not only detrimental to his
family life, it is also prejudicial to the interests of the company."

What do you expect of your new job?
"In the first place, to guide the entire company so as to safeguard its momentum.
We must ensure that it remains a going concern commercially, in order to
provide a reasonable working atmosphere for our employees. 1 believe that it will
prove to be much more difficult to safeguard that momentum in the future, as
compared to the past fifteen years.
In future, we'll have to be more inventive and prepared to take greater risks.
Times have changed and we shall have to sail much closer to the wind than we
used to."
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